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EHE Science Objectives:

* Precision Black Hole Measurements

* Black Hole Accretion and Jets

* Black Hole Formation and Demography
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* Black Hole Formation and Demographics

EHE Science Objectives:



I. More single shadows 
What could we learn? 

How many could we detect? 

II. More than single shadows 

EHE Science Objectives:

* Black Hole Formation and Demographics



What could we learn?

*Horizon-scale census of nearby black holes

 
*Mass measurement calibration (~10% on M/D)


— Mass or cosmology constraint


*SBH mass function constraint, possibly its evolution


*Accretion rate constraints from measured SED and BH mass


*SBH growth mechanisms from measured BHMF evolution and 

accretion rates 
 
*Spin distributions

What could we learn?
I. More single shadows?



I. More single shadows
How many?
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ABSTRACT

We present estimates for the number of shadow-resolved supermassive black hole (SMBH) systems
that can be detected using radio interferometers, as a function of angular resolution, flux density
sensitivity, and observing frequency. Accounting for the distribution of SMBHs across mass, red-
shift, and accretion rate, we use a new semi-analytic spectral energy distribution model to derive the
number of SMBHs with detectable and optically thin horizon-scale emission. We demonstrate that
(sub)millimeter interferometric observations with ⇠0.1 µas resolution and ⇠1 µJy sensitivity could ac-
cess >106 SMBH shadows. We then further decompose the shadow source counts into the number
of black holes for which we could expect to observe the first- and second-order lensed photon rings.
Accessing the bulk population of first-order photon rings requires .2 µas resolution and .0.5 mJy sen-
sitivity, while doing the same for second-order photon rings requires .0.1 µas resolution and .5 µJy
sensitivity. Our model predicts that with modest improvements to sensitivity, as many as ⇠5 ad-
ditional horizon-resolved sources should become accessible to the current Event Horizon Telescope
(EHT), while a next-generation EHT observing at 345 GHz should have access to ⇠3 times as many
sources. More generally, our results can help guide enhancements of current arrays and specifica-
tions for future interferometric experiments that aim to spatially resolve a large population of SMBH
shadows or higher-order photon rings.

Keywords: galaxies: active — galaxies: nuclei

1. INTRODUCTION

The observations and resulting images of the super-
massive black hole (SMBH) in the M87 galaxy by the
Event Horizon Telescope (EHT) collaboration (Event
Horizon Telescope Collaboration et al. 2019a,b,c,d,e,f)
represent the first steps in a new field of spatially re-
solved horizon-scale studies of black holes. The emission
from around the SMBH in M87 takes the form of a bright
ring surrounding a darker central “shadow,” as expected
from simple models of spherical accretion (Falcke et al.
2000; Narayan et al. 2019). A wide variety of simulated

Corresponding author: Dominic W. Pesce
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images of black hole accretion flows show that this ring
generically has a diameter that is comparable to the the-
oretical curve bounding the photon capture cross-section
of the time-reversed black hole (Event Horizon Telescope
Collaboration et al. 2019e,f). General relativity predicts
that the boundary of this cross-section should take on a
nearly circular shape with a diameter of approximately
five times the Schwarzschild radius (Bardeen 1973), and
that this diameter should depend only weakly (to within
±⇠4%) on the black hole’s spin and inclination (Taka-
hashi 2004; Johannsen & Psaltis 2010). These properties
permit spatially resolved observations to constrain the
black hole mass using measurements of the shadow size;
EHT observations of M87 yielded a ⇠10% mass mea-
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Following Pesce et al; ApJ, 923, 26 (2020) 



Count BHs and require:

          — Resolvable (                 )


      — Bright (                      )  
     


  — Optically thin emission at horizon
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S⌫ > SNR �⌫

Ingredients:  
          — SMBH mass function 
 
          — SED(BH mass, Accretion rate)  
 
          — Accretion rate distribution

Following Pesce et al; ApJ, 923, 26 (2020) 

I. More single shadows
How many?
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✓r < ✓shdw



Ingredients: SMBH mass function
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�(M, z) =
dN

dMdV

Number density per SBH Mass

Provides number of resolvable 
shadows 

Following Pesce et al; ApJ, 923, 26 (2020) 

Pesce+2020

 
BHMF from Shankar, Weinberg, Miralda-Escudé (2009) 



Ingredients: Spectral Energy Distribution (SED)

*Assume advection dominated 
accretion flows (ADAFs).  

*Observationally motivated for 
low accretion rate systems. 
 
*Quick computation via 
(modified) procedure from 
Mahadevan+1997

Following Pesce et al; ApJ, 923, 26 (2020) 



Ingredients: Spectral Energy Distribution (SED)
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⌫L⌫(M, Ṁ)

Provides specific flux at desired 
frequency and the optical depth 
to synchrotron self-absorption

Requires specification of mass, 
accretion rate and frequency

Following Pesce et al; ApJ, 923, 26 (2020) 

Pesce+2020



Ingredients: Accretion rate distribution
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⌫L⌫(M, Ṁ)

Uncertain low-Eddington tail

Needed to evaluate the SED

Following Pesce et al; ApJ, 923, 26 (2020) 
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Ṁ/ ˙MEdd



Number of resolvable shadows

Following Pesce et al; ApJ, 923, 26 (2020) 

Number of SMBHs with: 
 

     * Flux >  
      
     * Shadow > 
 
     * Optically thin emission  
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Mass function +  
+ Accretion rate dist. 

+ SED

+ Sensitivity

+ Resolution  

 

—>
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Pesce+2020

230 GHz



…on a single baseline

Longer baselines see lower flux 
density

Number of resolvable shadows

Following Pesce et al; ApJ, 923, 26 (2020) 

One very long baseline can act like 
single base-line array

Pesce+2020
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S⌫(1/✓r) = SNR �⌫

230 GHz

1
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Finally, how many shadows?

100s integration, SNR=5

Can we do better? Larger dish? Receiver/transmitter properties?

Number of resolvable shadows
… for possible EHE mission

2 Michael D. Johnson

We can then compute the space-space baseline sensitivity, retaining only the primary scalings

�S�S =
SEFDp
2�⌫�t

(8)

⇠ 1mJy ⇥
✓

d

105 km

◆⇣ ⌫

100GHz

⌘✓ �t

100 s

◆�1/2✓ D

5m

◆�2✓DRX

1m

◆�1✓ DTX

10 cm

◆�1✓ PTX

10W

◆�1/2⇣⌘�⌫

1

⌘�1/2⇣ ⌘R
0.1

⌘�1

(9)

⌘ 1mJy ⇥
✓

✓

6µas

◆�1✓ �t

100 s

◆�1/2✓ D

5m

◆�2

⌘sys, (10)

where we have gathered several e�ciency factors and downlink details into the quantity ⌘sys:

⌘sys ⌘
✓
DRX

1m

◆�1✓ DTX

10 cm

◆�1✓ PTX

10W

◆�1/2⇣⌘�⌫

1

⌘�1/2⇣ ⌘R
0.1

⌘�1
. (11)

Note that we have rewritten the baseline noise in terms of the angular resolution of the baseline. This arises because
higher observing frequencies have larger receiver temperatures, but they also achieve the same angular resolution on
shorter baselines thereby enabling wider recorded bandwidth because of the downlink consideration. The net e↵ect is
that, apart from details related to downlink and receiver e�ciency, for a dish of fixed diameter, the space-space
baseline sensitivity only depends on angular resolution and integration time.
For ground-space baselines, the calculation is similar. The ground element can have a diameter Dgnd that is

significantly larger than the space telescope diameter, say a factor of 10.2 Thus, the SEFD of the ground element is
smaller by a factor of at most ⇠100, so the thermal noise of the baseline improves by a factor of 10:
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This estimate is rather optimistic, especially at high frequencies where atmospheric noise dominates the noise budget
of the ground station. Additional limitations from imperfect reference frequencies and di�culties in coherently phasing
tied arrays will also negatively impact the sensitivity of a ground element at high frequencies.

2. EXPECTED SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO FOR OBSERVATIONS OF A BLACK HOLE’S PHOTON RING

The precise expected signal from a black hole depends on a multitude of details about the black hole system, many
of which are poorly constrained. However, in the optically thin regime (which is appropriate for observations of M87*
and Sgr A* at submillimeter wavelengths), the signal on long baselines takes a universal form that is determined solely
by basic considerations of the gravitational lensing (Johnson et al. 2020). Specifically, 10-20% of the flux density comes
from the black hole’s “photon ring,” and this flux falls as u�3/2 on long baselines as the photon ring is increasingly
resolved. Here, u is the baseline length in units of the observing wavelength, with a corresponding angular resolution
(or fringe spacing) ✓ = 1/u.
Because the total compact flux density of sources such as M87* and Sgr A* is known, we can compute the expected

photon ring signal on a long baseline:
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Note that |V |/� ⇠ (⌫d)�5/2, so long baselines and high frequencies have much weaker detections. For a system with
fixed angular resolution (d / 1/⌫), both the signal and noise are approximately independent of the observing frequency
(hence, the signal-to-noise is as well).
A meaningful interferometric study of black holes will require signal-to-noise significantly greater than unity (for

instance, there is little scientific value in simply demonstrating the existence of a signal on long baselines). Setting
a minimal requirement of |V | � Nmin�, we obtain a corresponding angular resolution limit for a space-space and

2 For instance, the LMT has a 50-m diameter, and the full phased ALMA array has an e↵ective diameter of ⇠88-m.
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tied arrays will also negatively impact the sensitivity of a ground element at high frequencies.
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The precise expected signal from a black hole depends on a multitude of details about the black hole system, many
of which are poorly constrained. However, in the optically thin regime (which is appropriate for observations of M87*
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by basic considerations of the gravitational lensing (Johnson et al. 2020). Specifically, 10-20% of the flux density comes
from the black hole’s “photon ring,” and this flux falls as u�3/2 on long baselines as the photon ring is increasingly
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Note that |V |/� ⇠ (⌫d)�5/2, so long baselines and high frequencies have much weaker detections. For a system with
fixed angular resolution (d / 1/⌫), both the signal and noise are approximately independent of the observing frequency
(hence, the signal-to-noise is as well).
A meaningful interferometric study of black holes will require signal-to-noise significantly greater than unity (for

instance, there is little scientific value in simply demonstrating the existence of a signal on long baselines). Setting
a minimal requirement of |V | � Nmin�, we obtain a corresponding angular resolution limit for a space-space and

2 For instance, the LMT has a 50-m diameter, and the full phased ALMA array has an e↵ective diameter of ⇠88-m.
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From Dom Pesce EHE science Study

Based on calculation by M. Johnson
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S⌫(1/✓r) = SNR �⌫



*Horizon-scale census of nearby black holes — (>10's promising) 
          — Jet connection? 

*Mass or cosmology calibration (10% M/D) — (SNR dependent; z<0.1) 

*SBH mass function constraint, possibly its evolution?  
         (Via anchoring in nearby BH measurements)


*Accretion rate constraints from SED and BH mass? (For 10’s)


*SBH growth mechanisms from measured BHMF evolution and 

accretion rates? 
 
*Spin distributions? 
 
*You tell me — let’s talk! 

What could we learn?
I. More single shadows?



I. More single shadows 
What could we learn?  

How many could we detect? 

II. More than single shadows 
Binaries? 

Science Objectives:

* Black Hole Formation and Demographics



EVENT HORIZON TELESCOPE

8 kpc

4⇥ 10�7pc

V



FINAL PARSEC TELESCOPE?

8 kpc

1 Gpc

a ⇠ 0.05pc
4⇥ 10�7pc

V
D’Orazio & Loeb; ApJ, 863,185 (2018)

*Definitive evidence for SBHBs beyond ‘final parsec’


*Also offers binary mass measurement assuming a cosmology 
…or cosmology from a binary mass 


    




II. More than single shadows?
How many Super Massive Black Hole Binaries?
Difference from single shadow estimates: 
          — Size: resolve optically thin emission on scale of orbit  
               instead of horizon (min. orbital period for given mass)


  — Timescale: observe over orbital period (yrs) timescales 
       (max orbital period for all masses)


    

  — Statistics: number density per orbit separation requires  

       binary formation/evolution model  


Extra/Different Ingredients: 
          — Binary orbital evolution model 
               (assume simple gas + GW driven evolution)


  — Flux from radio luminosity function scaled to ~300 GHz 

      (not SED model) - optical depth from BK79 jet model


       —Consistency with PTA GW background    

D’Orazio & Loeb; ApJ, 863,185 (2018); arXiv: 1712.02362



II. More than single shadows?
Super Massive Black Hole Binaries (on single baseline)

Fig 9 Number of EHE-detectable SMBH binaries across all sky as a function of minimum angular resolution ✓ and
sensitivity �⌫ at 86 GHz with specified single-baseline SNR= 10 cut and for binaries with orbital periods less than the
indicated Porb. These correspond to detection of full, half, and quarter binary orbits (left-right) over a 5 yr mission.
Observations over a few times shorter total duration than the orbital period could recover orbital parameters.44 Higher
frequency observations do not significantly increase detectability in these models.

Cadence: To confirm Keplerian motion of the binary, multi-epoch visits are required over the
duration of the mission. Since the most common binaries have many year orbital periods, visits
every few months to a year are sufficient. To determine the double nature of the source at each
epoch, visits must consist of multiple observations spanning multiple orientations of the baseline
to the projected binary separation. Hence, the required cadence is clusters of observations at least
once every few months (dependent on binary parameters).

Estimate of SMBH Binary Detectability – These numbers are estimated by assuming that a
fraction fbin of all AGN are triggered by galaxy mergers that result in the formation of a SMBH
binary.43 We set fbin = 0.05 from a requirement to not violate current upper limits on the low fre-
quency GW background from the PTAs. We use fbin and a radio-loud quasar luminosity function
to generate a population of radio-loud SMBH binaries, at all separations, throughout the universe.
We estimate SMBH binary masses from the luminosity function and an observationally determined
distribution of accretion rates. Using the average SEDs of radio loud quasars, we estimate the mm-
wavelength flux due to accretion. Assuming a model for gas plus gravitational wave driven orbital
decay of the binary,43 from formation to merger, provides a model population of SMBH binaries
per orbital separation, per binary mass, and per distance from Earth.

We then make the following population cuts: 1) we require the binary angular separation to be
above a limiting value ✓, 2) we require the flux to be above ↵ = 10 times the instrument sensitivity
on a single baseline �⌫ , estimated from the baseline-dependent visibilities for two BH shadows6

separated by an average separation of resolvable binaries in each binary mass and redshift bin, 3)
we require the orbital period to be less than 5, 10, or 20 years so that at least one, 0.5, or 0.25

of an orbit is detectable in a 5 year mission,44 and finally, 4) we use a model for synchrotron
emission from a jet45 to identify the size of the frequency-dependent synchrotron self-absorption
photosphere and remove all systems for which the photosphere is larger than the binary separation.

The resulting population of detectable SMBH binaries is displayed in Figure 9 as a function
of ✓ and �⌫ . Because the photosphere size requirement is less stringent in the binary case (binary
separations have much larger physical sizes than BH shadows), 86 GHz is sufficient, and the need
to go to higher frequencies is less important than for resolving single SMBH shadows.

Precursor Science – While these results are encouraging, large uncertainties exist in the ex-
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~1-1000 resolvable orbits over all sky for EHE capabilities

D’Orazio & Loeb; ApJ, 863,185 (2018)

How to observe?  
     — Need targets: OJ 287 (10-20        , ~Jy), PG 1302 (4        , ~Jy)  
         + ~100 other SBHB candidates 
     


     — Clusters of observation over course of binary orbit 
           - range of baseline orientations to detect double point source 
              at different times over orbit  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II. More than single shadows?
Super Massive Black Hole Binaries (on single baseline)

Fig 9 Number of EHE-detectable SMBH binaries across all sky as a function of minimum angular resolution ✓ and
sensitivity �⌫ at 86 GHz with specified single-baseline SNR= 10 cut and for binaries with orbital periods less than the
indicated Porb. These correspond to detection of full, half, and quarter binary orbits (left-right) over a 5 yr mission.
Observations over a few times shorter total duration than the orbital period could recover orbital parameters.44 Higher
frequency observations do not significantly increase detectability in these models.

Cadence: To confirm Keplerian motion of the binary, multi-epoch visits are required over the
duration of the mission. Since the most common binaries have many year orbital periods, visits
every few months to a year are sufficient. To determine the double nature of the source at each
epoch, visits must consist of multiple observations spanning multiple orientations of the baseline
to the projected binary separation. Hence, the required cadence is clusters of observations at least
once every few months (dependent on binary parameters).

Estimate of SMBH Binary Detectability – These numbers are estimated by assuming that a
fraction fbin of all AGN are triggered by galaxy mergers that result in the formation of a SMBH
binary.43 We set fbin = 0.05 from a requirement to not violate current upper limits on the low fre-
quency GW background from the PTAs. We use fbin and a radio-loud quasar luminosity function
to generate a population of radio-loud SMBH binaries, at all separations, throughout the universe.
We estimate SMBH binary masses from the luminosity function and an observationally determined
distribution of accretion rates. Using the average SEDs of radio loud quasars, we estimate the mm-
wavelength flux due to accretion. Assuming a model for gas plus gravitational wave driven orbital
decay of the binary,43 from formation to merger, provides a model population of SMBH binaries
per orbital separation, per binary mass, and per distance from Earth.

We then make the following population cuts: 1) we require the binary angular separation to be
above a limiting value ✓, 2) we require the flux to be above ↵ = 10 times the instrument sensitivity
on a single baseline �⌫ , estimated from the baseline-dependent visibilities for two BH shadows6

separated by an average separation of resolvable binaries in each binary mass and redshift bin, 3)
we require the orbital period to be less than 5, 10, or 20 years so that at least one, 0.5, or 0.25

of an orbit is detectable in a 5 year mission,44 and finally, 4) we use a model for synchrotron
emission from a jet45 to identify the size of the frequency-dependent synchrotron self-absorption
photosphere and remove all systems for which the photosphere is larger than the binary separation.

The resulting population of detectable SMBH binaries is displayed in Figure 9 as a function
of ✓ and �⌫ . Because the photosphere size requirement is less stringent in the binary case (binary
separations have much larger physical sizes than BH shadows), 86 GHz is sufficient, and the need
to go to higher frequencies is less important than for resolving single SMBH shadows.

Precursor Science – While these results are encouraging, large uncertainties exist in the ex-
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~1-1000 resolvable orbits over all sky for EHE capabilities

D’Orazio & Loeb; ApJ, 863,185 (2018)

Further modelling 
     — Binary emission at 86-345+ GHz?  
          Binary evolution and constraints from GW obs. (PTAs) 
     — One-one comparison with single shadow estimates desirable

From D'Orazio EHE science Study



Summary

* ~10-1000 shadows resolvable with EHE-like mission  

* Would extend EHT science to horizon-scale 
demography 

* Exciting possibility of resolving SBH Binary orbits with 
links to gravitational wave science and cosmology  

* Promising! — varying levels of uncertainty in population 
and detection modelling require further study 

         


